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Our Price: Free Shipping. Only for US customers Size: 13 MB Product Overview: The Arturia cabinet
library for Propellerheads Reason is a royalty-free, raw sample library that contains a wide variety of

acoustic instruments from a range of genres, including jazz, R&B, folk, electronica, and pop. The
library also includes synthetic and sampled instruments designed specifically to enhance your

productions. This library has been recorded in 3 x the size of the original idea32 instrument modules.
The Arturia Brass 2 library features over 400 sampled audio files covering brass, cornet, trombone,

french horn, tuba, baritone horn, saxophone, double bass, and slide guitar. You'll find a wide range of
instrument styles within the Arturia Brass 2 library, and recordings of individual instruments have

been recorded up to 18 kHz and 24 bit. If you need more available instrument sounds in the Arturia
Brass 2 library, then head over to the idea32 instruments in this library. A curious thing about

‘Arturia Brass 2’ is that it is a version of the same product for OSX as the Windows version is. There
are differences in the way they work and whether you purchase the OSX version or the Windows

version it doesn’t matter if you are running it on a Windows or Mac. For starters the Windows version
of the ‘Arturia Brass 2’ takes up 2 GB in the C drive, while the OSX version only takes up 1 GB. That
may sound like a lot, but in reality you are talking about around 5 times the amount of data being

used in one go. This is down to the fact that the OSX version of the program uses Core Audio to load
the sounds up so that means that each sound is compressed to one third of the size they would

otherwise be. Even with this being said there is a lot of data to play with in this program and this will
definitely make for some interesting sound in your track. The thing to know is that this program will

not work on Windows 8 and above. When it comes to the sounds found in the program there are
plenty to choose from and a wide range of styles are included here. For starters you will be hearing

some extremely well sampled sounds here and it is the combination of this with the pre made sound
packs and the included folder of creative audio samples that really makes this program a whole lot of
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